
Success Story

Eldorado Group, Moscow

In-Memory-Computing improves
company management

With the IBM Systems solution for SAP HANA, Eldorado is able to tune its marketing

campaigns and product pricing in real-time, enhancing profitability and maximizing

sales revenue in ways that were simply not possible before. The service from itelligence

combined with the performance and capabilities of the IBM Systems solution for

SAP HANA make a direct contribution to Eldorado’s business success.
Fabricio Granja, Project Head for the implementation of SAP NetWeaver BW, Eldorado
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SAP HANA is intended to generate market 

campaigns quickly and effectively. To avoid

shortages and excess stock, Eldorado sought 

possibilities for realtime analysis of operational

data, to enable short-term changes in stocks and

dispatch of goods. 

Since enormous amounts of data must be ana-

lyzed rapidly, traditional data analysis technology

is insufficient. The processing of individual data

at the SKU level, with more than 9,000 posts in

370 chain stores and four distribution centers,

must be executed at a substantially accelerated

pace. Eldorado commissioned itelligence to 

deploy an infrastucture for the analysis of sales

data, in order to optimize the inventory- and 

logistics processes. The itelligence team, together

with Eldorado, implemented SAP HANA for the

operation of the Eldorado applications of SAP

NetWeaver Business Warehouse and the mer-

chandise and product line planning tools SAP

Merchandise and Assortment Planning. The new

SAP HANA solution is running in an itelligence

data center at the highest availability status, and

replaces the previous Oracle database.

The transfer of 2.33 TB of data from the existing

Oracle database to SAP HANA was achieved in

just 16 hours. Thanks to the expanded compres-

sion functions integrated into the SAP HANA, 

the new database has a size of only 535 GB 

(a savings of 77 per cent). “SAP HANA is already

well integrated into the new SAP ‘product stack’.

The migration was executed with the standard-

ized approach using a system copy. Running

times and project risks were thus substantially

minimized”, said Dr. Luke Winckelmann, 

Technical Lead for SAP HANA, itelligence 

Outsourcing & Services GmbH.

SAP Merchandise and Assortment Planning 

supports all 370 chain stores and the four 

distribution centers on the basis of the IBM 

system solution for SAP HANA. 

The complete range of SAP systems and solutions are supported

itelligence AG helps customers 
to react in real-time.

Eldorado Group, Moscow
Eldorado is the largest supplier of electronic devices and household 

appliances in Russia/GUS: with over 16,000 employees in more than 

750 locations in over 450 cities in Russia, Eldorado today leads the Top 5

Russian retailers. In 54 of a total of 64 Russian administrative districts, 

its market share lies at 25 per cent. The firm, which was founded in 1994,

belongs to the international finance group PPF. 

SAP HANA for customers in retail business

Recently itelligence implemented system solutions

for SAP HANA in a Scale-Out Configuration at

Eldorado, a leading retail chain for entertainment

electronics and household appliances in Russia. 

The operation of SAP solutions for Eldorado

takes place in the itelligence data center in 

Germany. In order to maintain strong growth 

in a highly competitive market environment, 

Eldorado felt it necessary to seek a new solution

for processing point-of-sale (POS) data faster 

and more efficiently. The implementation of 



This SAP solution enables retailers to carry out a

comprehensive monitoring of the product life -

cycle with regard to customer buying behavior.

The retailer planning solution was designed with

an eye to tried-and-true industry processes and

combines wide-ranging, realtime ratio calculation

with highly efficient functions for planning and

simulation. The factoring-in of local merchandise

assortments based on regional customer prefer-

ences enables the retail merchant an efficient 

optimization of inventory, as well.

SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse and Mer-

chandise and Assortment Planning are integral

parts of a comprehensive SAP environment for

the retail sector. Further interfaces are represented

by connections to SAP ERP, SAP Human Capital

Management, SAP Supplier Relationship 

Management, also to SAP Extended Warehouse

Management and mobile solutions of SAP 

Point-of-Sale Management. Due to the extremely

successful results accruing to SAP HANA, 

itelligence is planning a migration of remaining

SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse applications

to SAP HANA.

Real-time insights into sales performance 

The new SAP HANA solution with in-memory

processing and database compression improves

performance of the ten most requested reports

on average by a factor of 167. This result was

achieved with a ten-dimensional 300 GB data

cube migrated to SAP HANA from an Oracle

database. The SAP HANA architecture is consider-

ably easier to manage, because data warehouse

administrators no longer need to spend time

defining and managing data aggregates. 

The complex assortment planning was accelerated

by approximately 66 percent, reducing planning

time from 35 to only 12 hours.

Most importantly, SAP HANA increases Eldorado’s

ability to respond quickly to changing market

conditions. Real-time access to sales data allows

the company to adjust marketing campaigns,

such as discount offers and promotional packs,

by analyzing response, helping to avoiding both

over-stock and out-of-stock situations, and 

maximize margins and revenues. 



“Thanks to the system solution which itelligence

implemented for SAP HANA on the basis of IBM

System X, we can offer our customers a highly 

efficient and high-availability service, which is 

essential for the company in achieving its goals.

This platform offers very high availability and 

virtualization capability, and thus the flexibility

that we need for efficient operation of the 

customer systems”, said Dr. Luke Winckelmann.

Facts & Figures

Service: Implementation and Hosting
of IBM system solutions for SAP HANA in
a decentralized Scale-Out Configuration

Operated systems: SAP HANA, 

SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse, 

SAP Merchandise and Assortment Planning,

SAP Point-of-Sale Data Management

The advantages: 
n Extremely fast availability of data on 

revenue, stocks and finances

n Realtime overview into the distribution-

and shipping data

n Reduction of shortages and excess stock 

for improvement of inventory turnover

n Operation of SAP HANA in the itelligence

data center with highest availability
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Name:
Eldorado Group 

Industry:
Retail sales

Products:
Largest supplier of 
Electronic devices and 
household appliances 
in Russia

Company size:
More than 
16.000 employees 

Headquarters:
Moscow, Russia
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